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Abstract 

Head injury is the leading cause of death and major trauma for users of powered two-wheelers 

(PTWs). Helmet use can prevent and reduce head injuries when a crash is inevitable. However, today’s 

motorcycle helmets do not protect equally against all types of head injuries. All helmets available on 

the market today are designed, manufactured and tested to meet certain standards. Current test 

standards evaluate helmet performance by dropping a helmeted headform perpendicular to an impact 

surface, and passing or failing a helmet based on the peak linear acceleration between 250-400G. Yet, 

real-world head impacts, being either linear (perpendicular) or oblique, impart both linear and 

angular head acceleration. Oblique impacts, which are known to be more common than linear impacts 

from in-depth analysis of motorcycle accidents, can transmit the tangential impulse to the head and 

hence cause the head to rotate. Head rotation has been hypothesised to be the main cause of traumatic 

brain injury (TBI) ranging from mild injuries such as concussions to more severe injuries such as 

acute subdural haematomas and diffuse axonal injuries. Therefore, there is a great need to develop 

test methods that replicate real-world accidents and reproduce realistic head impact responses. A 

number of potential test methods that subject the head to rotational insults are available today. 

However, there are still several questions that need to be answered: At what speed and angle should 

the helmet be tested? How boundary conditions of the head in the test methods, i.e. free, partially 

constrained or a surrogate neck, affect the kinematics of the head? 

To answer these research questions, both experimental and numerical methods, such as finite 

element (FE) methods were used. Experimental tests for the helmet were performed using multiple 

test methods, providing a comparison between the test methods and data for subsequent validation 

of the FE helmet model coupled with anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs). FE Human body models 

(HBMs) with accurate anatomical structures and material properties were employed to evaluate the 

biofidelity of current test methods. Brain tissue strain of a head model resulting from direct impacts 

or inertial loadings were used to provide a direct causal link between the mechanical insult and the 

brain injury. 

The first study in the thesis showed that both the US and European helmet standards lacked 

consideration for head rotation in linear impact tests. The US helmet standards use a partially 

constrained headform, which does not permit head rotation and hence not rotation induced TBI. 

European standards, on the other hand, adopt a free headform but the head rotation is not measured 

or assessed. The brain tissue strain resulting from the European standard tests at which rotation is 

allowed was up to 6.3 times higher than that in the US standards. In the second study, 300 simulations 

of possible motorcycle accidents were performed to understand the effect of impact velocity angle on 

impact severity. The results indicated that a 30o or 45o impact angle produced greater brain tissue 

strain than other impact angles, i.e., 15o, 60o and 75o. In the third study, it was found that when the 

helmeted head impacted the ground from low to high tangential velocities, i.e., 0-216 km/h, the 

motion of the helmet exhibited rolling and sliding phenomena. Since the helmet rolling and sliding 
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phenomena govern impulses transmitted to the head-helmet system, and consequently the brain 

tissue strain, it is desirable to test helmets at speeds covering both the rolling and sliding regime. The 

tangential velocity at which motion transitioned from rolling to sliding was identified to be 10.8 m/s 

(38.9 km/h), given that the normal velocity is 5.66 m/s (20.4 km/h) and the coefficient of friction 

between the helmet outer shell and the impact surface is 0.45. In the final study, simulations with and 

without the experimental neck (Hybrid III) were compared to the HBMs. The results showed that the 

Hybrid III head-neck ATD used in the laboratory setting proved to correlate less with the head 

responses of the HBMs than the free headform. In particular, the Hybrid III head-neck ATD 

correlated poorly with the HBMs in axial (inferior-superior) acceleration and over-predicted the 

maximum angular velocity by up to 75%. However, the free headform was also limited in replicating 

the chin-neck and helmet-torso interactions. The need for a more biofidelic surrogate neck, especially 

under axial compression, is evident. 

In summary, this thesis demonstrates methodologies for a reason and objective based decision 

making process and provides important information in the design of future helmet test methods and 

standards. Some of the major findings in this thesis, despite focusing on motorcycle helmets, can also 

be applied to other types of helmets. 

Keywords 

Finite Element method; Head injuries; Helmet; Injury Prevention; Motorcycle; Test Standard 
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Sammanfattning 

Huvudskador är den vanligaste orsaken till allvarliga och dödliga skador vid olyckor med motordrivna 
tvåhjulingar. Att använda en hjälm kan motverka och minska antalet huvudskador när en krasch är 
oundviklig. Men dagens motorcykelhjälmar skyddar inte lika bra mot alla typer av huvudskador. Alla 
hjälmar som finns på den marknaden är idag designade, tillverkade och testade för att uppfylla vissa 
krav enligt olika hjälmstandarder. Nuvarande hjälmteststandarder bygger på att hjälmen släpps rakt 
ner mot en islagsyta. I dagens standarder så mäter man endast den linjära accelerationen för att 
utvärdera hjälmens skyddande egenskaper. För att bli godkänd skall resultatet av linjära 
accelerationen ligga under 250-400G.  Men verkliga huvudislag kan vara båda raka och sneda islag, 
vilket resulterar i både linjär- och rotationsacceleration. Olycksstatistik har visat att sneda islag är 
vanligare, i vilket huvudet utsätts för en tangentiell kraft och medför att huvudet roterar. Rotation ses 
som huvudorsaken till traumatisk hjärnskador, från milda skador såsom hjärnskakning till mer 
allvarliga skador som blödningar och diffus axonal skada. Därför finns ett stort behov att utveckla 
testmetoder som återskapar verkliga olyckor och ger en realistisk islagssituation. Det finns idag ett 
antal potentiella testmetoder för att testa hjälmar som utsätts för rotationsvåld. Det finns dock 
fortfarande ett antal frågor som behöver besvaras: i vilken hastighet och vinkel skall hjälmen testas; 
hur påverkar randvillkoren vid nacken huvudets kinematik vid ett yttre våld, till exempel fritt, delvis 
låst eller en experimentell nacke? 
 
För att svara på dessa forskningsfrågor har både experimentella och numeriska metoder, såsom finita 
element (FE) metoden, använts i denna avhandling. Experimentella tester i olika testriggar användes 
dels för att utvärdera olika möjliga testmetoder för sneda islag, dels för att validera en FE modell av 
en motorcykelhjälm kopplat till ett krockdockehuvud. FE-modeller av den mänskliga kroppen med 
anatomisk korrekt struktur och materialegenskaper användes för att utvärdera hur människolikt 
dagens testmetoder är. Töjningar av hjärnan i en FE-huvudmodell, som uppstått på grund av ett 
direkt islag eller tröghetskrafter, användes för att möjliggöra en direkt länk mellan mekaniskt våld 
och hjärnskada. 
  
Den första studien i denna avhandling visade att dagens amerikanska och europeiska 
hjälmstandarder inte tar hänsyn till huvudets rotation i de raka islagen. De amerikanska 
hjälmstandarderna använder ett experimentellt huvud som faller fritt men kan inte rotera. Den 
europeiska standarder å andra sidan antar ett fritt fallande huvud som tillåter rotation, men 
rotationen mäts inte och utvärderas inte. Töjningen av hjärnvävnaden i en datormodell visade upp 
till 6,3 gånger så stora töjningar i den europeiska teststandarden där huvudet tillåts att rotera jämfört 
med den amerikanska teststandarden. I den andra studien utfördes 300 simuleringar för att förstå 
effekten av islagsvinkeln vid simulerade motorcykelolyckor. Resultaten indikerade att en 30° eller 45° 
islagsvinkel ger större belastning på hjärnvävnaden än andra islagsvinklar, dvs 15°, 60° och 75°. Den 
tredje studien visade att när en hjälm träffar marken så påverkas hjälmens rörelse beroende på om 
den har en låg eller hög tangentiell hastighet (0-216 km/h). Hjälmens rörelse har en rullande och 
glidande rörelse beroende på islagshastighet vilket styr impulsen som förs över till huvud-
hjälmsystemet som i sin tur påverkar töjningarna i hjärnvävnaden. Det är därför önskvärt att testa 
hjälmar med hastigheter i både rullnings- och glidspektrumet. Den tangentiella hastigheten där 
rörelse övergick från rullande till glidande identifierades att vara 10,8m/s, i det studerade fallet där 
den normala hastigheten var 5,66m/s och friktionskoefficienten mellan hjälmens yttre skal och 
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marken var 0,45. I den sista studien simulerades islagssituationer med och utan en experimentell 
nacke (Hybrid III) jämfört med humana datamodeller. Resultatet visade att huvudresponsen med 
den experimentella nacken visade sämre korrelation med humanmodellerna än simuleringar med 
enbart ett experimentellt huvud. I synnerhet var korrelationen av accelerationen mellan Hybrid III 
huvud-nacke dålig med humanmodellerna i axiell riktning och överpredikterade rotationshastigheten 
med upp till 75%. Men islag med endast huvudet har också begränsningar i interaktionen mellan haka 
och nacke samt interaktionen mellan hjälm och torso. Behovet av en mer människolik nacke är tydligt, 
i synnerhet i en axialkompressionslast av nacken. 
 
Sammanfattningsvis har denna avhandling visat på metoder för en logisk och objektiv beslutprocess 
samt gett viktig information i utformningen av framtida hjälmprovningsmetoder och 
hjälmstandarder. Avhandlingen har fokuserat på motorcykelhjälmar men delar av resultaten kan 
också appliceras på andra hjälmtyper. 
 

Nyckelord 

Finita elementmetoden, huvudskador, hjälm, skadeförebyggande, motorcykel, teststandard 
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1 Introduction 

The United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) [1] outline the target to halve the number 

of global road traffic deaths and injuries by 2020 (about 1.25 million road traffic deaths were recorded 

in 2013 [2]). However, a recent World Health Organization (WHO) report on global road safety [3] 

shows that in sharp contrast to the SDG targets, annual traffic fatalities have reached and stagnated 

at 1.35 million. Particular emphasis is on powered two and three-wheelers that represent 28% of all 

deaths globally, a figure that is even higher in low and middle income countries [3]. The risk of 

motorcycle riders or passengers dying in an accident on roads in Europe is, per billion passenger-

kilometers, 24 times higher than for car occupants [4]. Indeed, with a growing world population and 

rapid modernisation of the transport system foreseen over the next few decades, drastic evidence-

based interventions are required to save more lives. 

Head injury is the leading cause of death and major trauma for users of powered two–wheelers (PTW) 

[5-9]. For example, the pan-European study by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology 

(COST 327) [6] reports that head injury involves about 67% among all motorcyclists and the 

percentage increases as the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS) increases, i.e., from 38% for 

MAIS 1 to 81% for MAIS 3+. A study of fatal PTW crashes derived from the German In-Depth 

investigation Accident Study (GIDAS) database also identifies head injury as the most common cause 

of death [8]. Helmets represent the most important countermeasure and are effective for preventing 

or reducing head injuries sustained in motorcycle crashes [10-12]. However, the number of head 

injuries sustained by helmeted riders and passengers is still high [13]. In Sweden, where it became 

compulsory by law for riders to wear a helmet in 1975, statistics show that 85% of head injuries 

sustained in motorcycle and moped crashes from 1987 to 1999 were intracranial injuries while 10% 

were skull and face fractures [5]. There is also evidence showing that helmet use lead to a significant 

decrease of epidural haematoma which is normally associated with the presence of a skull fracture, 

but reductions in subdural haematomas or diffuse brain injuries are more modest [14-16]. Therefore, 

research to continue the quest for enhancing helmet designs is urgently required in order to reduce 

head injuries, particularly TBI. 

Helmet test standards provide a minimum requirement with regard to helmet performance, it also 

incentivise continuous improvement of helmet safety designs. Historically, helmet performance 

specifications have focused primarily on basic engineering concepts of energy absorption and load 

distribution, while little attention has been paid to the biomechanics of the head injury itself [17]. In 

light of evolving biomechanical understanding, next generation test standards for motorcycle helmets 

must aspire to: 1) replicating common real-world crash scenarios, and 2) reproducing head impact 

biomechanics. The former concerns recreating common impact conditions and/or worst-case 

scenarios that motorcyclists are exposed to, while the latter is to reproduce living human responses 

and mechanisms of trauma in a laboratory setting. Consequently, both requirements form a scientific 
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basis for decision making in test standards, including the test method and test parameter 

specification, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

The first requirement has led to recent advances in new laboratory rigs for helmet oblique impact 

tests [18-25], as compared to the only linear impact tests used in existing motorcycle helmet 

standards, such as the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) No. 218 and Snell 

M2015/M2020. Oblique impacts to the ground, where the helmet impacts at an angle, is found to be 

more common than linear impacts in real-world motorcycle accidents [6, 26]. Intuitively thinking, 

per an arbitrary point on the surface of the helmet, there is one impact velocity vector normal to that 

point, whereas impact velocity vectors at an angle to that point, can occupy almost the entire three-

dimensional space. As a result, the tangential impulse due to friction, together with the linear impulse, 

induces a change in the linear and angular velocity of the head. Nevertheless, many of the questions 

remaining in this line of research lie under the uncertainties and variabilities of real-world motorcycle 

crashes, i.e., impact speed, angle. On the contrary, a test method is inherently limited by the number 

of crash scenarios it can replicate in the procedure of helmet performance evaluation. For example, 

the impact velocity angle can vary between 24 and 68 degrees, as found in motorcycle accident 

reconstructions [20, 27], which can result in different normal/tangential velocity components in an 

impact and consequently influence the inertial loading to the brain. A natural question to ask is 

whether there is a worst-case scenario. Another important consideration identified in the GIDAS [8] 

is that a wide range of travelling speeds, between 5 km/h up to 145 km/h, is usually involved in 

motorcycle crashes. Yet, motorcycle helmets today are only tested at a single and much lower speed, 

i.e., 30 km/h, which is actually lower than some legal speed limits in urban and extra-urban areas. 

The second requirement concerns reproducing realistic head responses during the impact as well as 

the mechanism of injury using a human head surrogate in a laboratory setting. The causes of head 

injury in motorcycle crashes have been analysed in relation to external mechanical forces. Cairns and 

Holbourn [28] conclude, after examining the crashed helmets and patients involved in motorcycle 

accidents, that a sudden rotation of the head due to a blow explains the remote effects of the blow, 

i.e., gross bruises of the cortex remote from the site of the blow. Holbourn follows up in another study 

[29] with detailed mechanistic explanation and physical simulations using a brain model made of 

gelatin, which led to the most prominent hypothesis linking head rotation with brain injuries. Since 

then, a large and growing volume of studies adopting multiple approaches, such as animal, physical, 

analytical and FE models of the brain, have affirmed the importance of head rotation in brain injuries 

[30-36]. Contrary to this progress, the existing helmet test standards either ignore the presence of 

rotational head motion or deliberately restrict it, and pass/fail criteria are based on head linear 

acceleration only. Hence, an updated perspective on these standards is much needed. Furthermore, 

given the importance of head rotation in injury biomechanics and exposure of motorcyclists to oblique 

impacts, the question remains if laboratory oblique impacts resemble realistic head responses. Owing 

to the paucity of cadaver and volunteer data in loading scenarios of motorcycle accidents, which are 

typically omnidirectional, numerical models of the human body have the potential to guide the 

development of an enhanced helmet test method. For example, the influence of the neck and body in 

helmeted oblique impacts was only investigated in a few studies [37-39]. Nonetheless, the boundary 

conditions of the head as well as possibilities provided by existing ATD neck in laboratory testing 

remain to be studied. Further to these scientific inquiries, also important for a helmet test method is 

its simplicity, robustness, and cost-effectiveness, in order to encourage wider adaption by testing 

laboratories and helmet manufacturers worldwide. 

This thesis investigated the two main biomechanical fundamentals to improve helmet assessment 

methods: 1) replicating real-world crash scenarios, and 2) reproducing human head impact and injury 

biomechanics. The scientific problems associated with these issues motivated the research work 

presented herein.  
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2 Objectives 

The main objective of this thesis was to investigate and evaluate impact test methods for motorcycle 

helmets based on common real-world crashes and realistic head responses.  

The specific objectives of the appended papers include the following: 

- Paper A: To evaluate existing US and European helmet standards with an emphasis on the 

boundary conditions of the head. 

 

- Paper B: To investigate the effect of impact velocity angle on helmeted head impact severity. 

 

- Paper C: To investigate the underlying principle of helmet rolling and/or sliding phenomena 

in high-speed oblique impacts, and its relation to head responses and helmet performance 

assessment. 

 

- Paper D: To compare head impact responses between numerical HBMs and ATDs with and 

without a surrogate neck in laboratory testing. 
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3 Background 

This chapter describes head and neck anatomy (Section 3.1) as well as brain injury biomechanics 

(Section 3.2). In Section 3.3, head impact conditions from in-depth motorcycle accident analysis have 

been reviewed. Finally, existing helmet standard tests and potential test methods for helmet oblique 

impacts are compared in Section 3.4. 

3.1 Anatomy 

3.1.1 Brain 
The human brain lies within the cranium and consists of the cerebrum, cerebellum and the brainstem 

including midbrain, pons and medulla oblongata, Figure 3.1. The cerebrum represents the major part 

of the brain and comprises two cerebral hemispheres. The outer layer of the cerebrum, which consists 

mostly of grey matter, is referred to as the cerebral cortex. Beneath the cortex is the white matter 

which colouration is paler due to the lipid-rich myelin sheaths that surround the axons [41]. The brain 

is enveloped by three layers of membranes (the meninges): an outer layer called the dura mater which 

is closest to the skull, a middle layer called the arachnoid mater, and an inner layer called the pia 

mater which is the closest to the brain. The space between the arachnoid mater and the pia mater, the 

subarachnoid space, contains cerebrospinal fluid.  

 

Figure 3.1.  The brain anatomy: an inferior view of the brain, and a frontal cross section through the cerebrum 

and brain stem showing the disposition of grey and white matter, the basal ganglia and the internal 

capsule. (Modified from Standring [41] with permission of Elsevier) 
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The dura mater consists of an outer periosteal layer that is firmly attached to the skull and an inner 

layer in close contact with the arachnoid matter. The two-layer dura mater forms a unique structure 

called the dural partition, separating the cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres, and the cerebrum and 

cerebellum, Figure 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2. Dissection showing dural partitions. (Modified from Drake [42]) 

3.1.2 Head and neck 
The human head rests on the top of the cervical spine, with the occipital bone of the skull joining the 

atlas (C1 or first cervical vertebra) near the foramen magnum. The atlanto-occipital joint at this 

junction, which connects the occipital condyles and the superior articular surfaces of the atlas, 

supports and stabilises the cranium with its surrounding ligamentous structures, Figure 3.3. In the 

cervical region, the first two vertebrae are particularly involved in the movement of the head and 

contribute a neutral zone that exhibits minimal internal resistance in a certain range of physiological 

intervertebral motion [43]. The nodding motion of the head, i.e., flexion or extension, and, to a lesser 

extent, lateral flexion occurs at the atlanto-occipital joint while the axial rotation of the head occurs 

mainly due to the atlas (C1) articulating with the axis (C2) [42]. The bony structure of the neck consists 

of seven cervical vertebrae (C1-C7 vertebrae) and C2-C7 are separated from each other by 

intervertebral discs, Figure 3.4. The curvature of the vertebral column is concave anteriorly in the 

thoracic and sacral region (which reflects the original shape of an embryo) but is concave posteriorly 

in the cervical region, also seen in the lateral view of the radiograph, Figure 3.4. 

The skull is the bony skeleton of the head shielding the brain and is composed of 22 bones – eight 

cranial bones and 14 facial bones. The cranial bones are covered by the scalp which is constructed by 

four layers (from outermost to innermost): epidermis and dermis, dense connective tissue, 

aponeurosis, and loose connective tissue. 
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Figure 3.3. Atlanto-occipital joint and the upper two cervical vertebrae (C1 and C2). (Modified from 

Drake[42]) 

 
Figure 3.4. Lateral radiograph of the head and cervical spine (This image is a modification of a free image by 

Nevit Dilmen under CC BY-SA 3.0). 

3.2 Head injury biomechanics 

Head injuries are associated with the nature of mechanical insults, which can be categorised as 

contact phenomena and inertial loading in the dynamic loading regime [34]. Helmeted head-first 

impacts could give rise to both contact phenomena and inertial loading. Skull fracture, epidural 

haematoma and contusion at the site of impact are considered effects of contact phenomena [44]. 

Since the contact force can be related to linear acceleration of the head via Newton’s second law, 

correlation between skull fractures and linear acceleration are often investigated [31]. Inertial loading 

occurs when the head is subjected to a sudden change of linear and rotational motion due to either 
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impact or impulsive loading, i.e., whiplash. Denny-Brown and Russel [45] discovered that cerebral 

concussion could not be produced when a tested animal’s head is prevented from moving (without 

crushing the skull), whereas cerebral concussion occurs even if slight movement of the head is 

allowed. Today, inertial loading is thought to be responsible for most intracranial injuries or TBIs, 

including diffuse axonal injury and acute subdural haematoma [31].  

Comparing the effects of linear and rotational motion on TBIs have been studied via multiple 

approaches, i.e., physical, animal and numerical models, Figure 3.5. Holbourn hypothesise that 

rotational motion is the predominant cause of most brain injuries [29, 46]. This is illustrated by 

displacement traces of some selected points on the brain and based on the understanding of the 

brain’s physical properties [46], i.e., bulk modulus of brain tissue is approximately five to six orders 

of magnitude larger than shear modulus [47], Figure 3.5(A). When the skull is accelerated in a straight 

line, due to the brain’s high incompressibility, the brain moves with the skull almost as a whole and 

therefore distortion of the brain is hardly noticeable. On the other hand, when the skull is rotated, 

due to the brain’s low rigidity, certain regions of the brain may lag behind the skull and therefore 

become distorted. Such physical understanding is also supported by Holbourn’s work using physical 

brain models made of photoelastic materials to illuminate high shear strain areas during rapid 

rotation, Figure 3.5(B). The animal model of TBI in Figure 3.5(C) shows that visible brain lesions 

occur at greater frequency and severity under rotation than under pure translation, and that the 

cerebral concussion in the squirrel monkey is not obtainable in pure translation up to 1,230g. 

Comparison of a padded linear impact (pure translation) and a padded oblique impact (giving a 

rotational component) using a FE human head model, illustrates that a substantially higher 

maximum principal (Green-Lagrange) strain is obtained for the oblique impact than for the linear 

impact, Figure 3.5(D). 

Real-world impacts are unlikely to produce either pure rotational or pure translational motion of the 

head. This necessitates the inclusion of both linear and angular head kinematics for characterising 

the head motion in an impact. Broad variation in the clinical observations of TBI can be a result of the 

complexity of the type, i.e., contact phenomena or inertial loading as mentioned above, intensity, 

direction and duration of external forces [48]. The brain response can be further complicated by its 

interaction with the interior of the skull and meninges, i.e., dural partitions shown in Figure 3.2. 

Strain is considered the proximal cause of tissue damage, as such, the understanding of head impact 

biomechanics would be enhanced by establishing the resultant strains induced in the brain by these 

external forces [49, 50]. In particular, maximal principal strain has shown to correlate with diffuse 

axonal injuries [51, 52], vascular rupture [53] and cerebral contusion [54]. Moreover, in the numerical 

reconstruction of a motocross accident, the injury pattern in the brain of an injured rider is better 

resembled by maximal principal strain than the pressure contours of the brain [36]. 
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Figure 3.5. Comparative effects of linear and rotational motion (sagittal rotation) illustrated by different 

approaches: A) Mechanistic illustration based on the understanding of physical properties of brain 

tissue (Holbourn [46]); B) Physical model of the brain (Holbourn [29]), dark areas represent the 

greatest shear strain or distortion; C) Animal model of a squirrel monkey (Ommaya [34]), lesions, 

i.e., subdural blood, subarachnoid blood, and petechial haemorrhage, are marked by thick lines and 

dotted markers on the coronal section of the brain; and, D) Numerical model (Kleiven [31]), dark 

areas represent the greatest 1st principal Green-Lagrange strain. Permission to reprint images has 

been obtained from the publishers. 

3.3 Motorcycle accidents with focus on head impact conditions 

In general, information regarding head impact conditions sustained in motorcycle accidents is scarce. 

This is due in large part to the complexities and uncertainties of motorcycle accidents, including pre-

crash movements, crash, and the post-crash phase. Therefore, detailed reconstructions, i.e., using 

physical, multibody or FE methods simulating deformation in collision and body kinematics, are often 

required to obtain a reasonable estimation of head kinematics prior to impact events. Herein, the 

information from the COST 327 project [6] and previous accident reconstruction studies, relevant to 

head impact conditions, have been drawn on. It appears that different databases have adopted 

different methodologies for describing head impact conditions, i.e., head impact angle or impact 

velocity angle. 

3.3.1 Impact site and direction 
The COST 327 project examined the location and extent of damage to helmets in motorcycle 

accidents, and found that the frequency of damaged areas was 2.2% to the crown region, 53.2% to the 

side (lateral left and right), 23.6% to the frontal region and 21% to the rear [6]. The most frequent 

type of damage is laceration (sliding marks on the helmet’s shell). The same observation has been 

made by an in-depth investigation of motorcyclist crashes in New South Wales, Australia, where 

scratches have been identified as the most common type of damage (in 72 cases out of 76 cases) [55]. 

Laceration to the helmet’s shell indicates interaction between the helmet and the impact surface, i.e., 

asphalt road surface, and hence the presence of a tangential force component in helmeted head 

impacts. Furthermore, impact direction has also been analysed in COST 327 in terms of head impact 

angle, Figure 3.6. Most of the impact forces were directed towards the frontal and side regions, 

whereby 82.4% were at an angle between +90o and -90o viewed from above the top of the head. 

Therefore, the common impact exposure for motorcyclists is believed to be to the front and side of the 

head. The most frequent body impact angle (67.5%), measured between the longitudinal axis of the 
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body and the impact surface, was found to be less than 30 degrees while the 19% body impact angle 

was more than 60 degrees.  

 

Figure 3.6. Head impact angles describing direction of force (indicated by arrows) relative to the head in lateral 

and top view. Image courtesy of COST327 [6]. 

3.3.2 Impact velocity angle 
Detailed head kinematics just before an impact can be extracted through accident reconstruction. 

Previous numerical reconstruction of 56 motorcycle accidents using a multibody simulation approach 

[20, 27] has shown that the mean value of the impact velocity angle, the acute angle between the 

direction of the resultant velocity and the direction of tangential velocity (or ground), is at 46 22 

degrees, suggesting it is widespread in real-world scenarios. It is worth noting that the impact velocity 

angle is directly relatable to the inclination angle of the anvil used in laboratory oblique impact 

testing, such as in the FIM Racing Homologation Programme for Helmets (FIM FRHPhe). 

 

Figure 3.7. The impact velocity angle for describing head impact conditions in an oblique impact. 

3.3.3 Head impact speed 
Real-world motorcycle accidents occur at a wide range of travelling speeds [8, 9, 56]. For example, 

analysis of fatal PTW crashes held in the GIDAS database, show that the mean speed at the time of 

impact was 69 km/h, varying between 5 km/h up to 145 km/h [8]. However, PTW impact speed is not 

directly translatable to head impact speed. Based on 181 accidents, the COST 327 project has 

estimated that 50% cumulative frequency of head impact speed occurs at approximately 44 km/h [6], 

Figure 3.8. Reconstruction of the 56 motorcycle accidents estimates the mean head impact speed to 

approximately 40.3 km/h, including a deviation of 22.3 km/h [20]. In contrast, current motorcycle 

helmet standards, i.e., Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) 22.05, only tests helmets at speeds 

up to 30.6 km/h in the oblique impact test, Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. Resultant head impact speed distribution estimated from the COST 327 accident database [6], the 

resultant speeds in ECE 22.05 for the linear and oblique impact tests are indicated. Image has been 

modified from COST327 [6]. 

 

3.4 Motorcycle helmet performance assessments 

In Section 3.4.1, the current test standards for motorcycle and motocross helmets in Europe and USA 

are described. Then, the potential test methods for oblique impacts are introduced in Section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1 Current helmet standards for impact absorption tests  
Three motorcycle helmet standards, mandatory or dominant in Europe and the US, have been 

compared: the ECE 22.05, FMVSS 218 and the Snell M2015, although similarities can be found in 

helmet standards in other regions of the world, as well. Comparisons have been summarised in terms 

of pass/fail criteria, impact conditions, headform, and drop test apparatus (Table 3.1).  The main 

difference in the drop test apparatus between the three standards is how the headform is restrained 

during an impact, Figure 3.9. ECE 22.05 applies no constraint for the headfrom during impact, 

whereas the FMVSS 218 and Snell M2015 tests restrain headform and only permits translational 

motion in the vertical direction.  

(A) (B) 

 
 

Figure 3.9. Drop test apparatus: (A) UNECE 22.05 (B) FMVSS 218. 
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3.4.2 Helmet oblique impact test methods 
Over the years, various oblique impact test methods have been proposed and applied for motorcycle 

helmet performance assessments, Table 3.2. The first oblique impact test method was proposed by 

Aldman et al. in 1976 [57] where a dummy head and neck attached to a rail-guided carriage was 

dropped onto a rotating disc simulating the road surface. Glaister [25] developed a simple rig in which 

a helmeted headform was dropped in guided free-fall on an inclined anvil covered with a sheet of 

abrasive material. This method was later adopted by BS 6658:1985 and UN ECE 22.05. The angle of 

inclination in this test method determines the value of the normal and tangential velocity component 

for a given impact speed. Other ways to mimic an oblique impact include dropping the helmeted head 

to a horizontally movable plate [18, 22, 23, 58]. In these test methods, the normal and tangential 

velocity for an impact can be controlled independently. The strike plate are propelled via a pneumatic 

cylinder [18] or a servo motor with a toothed belt drive [23]. More recently, the FIM FRHPhe [59] 

included a test method for the oblique impact test where a 45-degree inclined anvil was used, similar 

to the proposal by Bourdet et al. [20]. Roseveare et al. [24] developed a test method dropping an 

impactor onto a stationary helmeted head-neck assembly, connecting the lower neck to a pendulum 

that mimic the effective mass of the body. 

 

While the purpose of all test methods is the same, to seek and distinguish helmet designs superior in 

reducing head injuries, the impact conditions (angle, speed, direction), boundary conditions for the 

head, and even measurements of the tests appear to be different. In the ECE22.05, a helmet is 

dropped onto an anvil inclined at 15 degrees to the vertical, hence the test leads to a tangential velocity 

(VT) of 8.2 m/s and normal velocity (VN) of 2.2 m/s. On the other hand, FIM FRHPhe uses a 45-degree 

anvil which produces an equal tangential and normal velocity component of 5.7 m/s. The maximum 

reachable impact speed is 50 km/h in the test setup by Aare and Halldin [18], although helmets have 

not been tested at this speed to date. 

 

Both the ECE22.05 and BS 6658 tests measure tangential force and tangential impulse, which are 

subsequently adopted as pass/fail criteria for helmets, i.e., tangential force < 3.5 kN and tangential 

impulse < 25 Ns, contrary to all the other test methods that measure linear and angular acceleration 

at CoG of the head. Glaister [25] explained that the reason for measuring the reaction forces induced 

in the anvil instead of linear and angular accelerations, is due to technical problems involved in the 

latter. Hence, oblique impact tests in the ECE 22.05 and BS 6658 are not able to assess the ability of 

a helmet to reduce angular head acceleration or velocity, instead there are constructional 

requirements for a helmet to have a smooth, curved outer surface with no external projections that 

may induce rotation [60]. 

 

Last but not least, there appears to be two schools of thought with regard to the choice between the 

inclusion of a surrogate neck, with an additional mass attached at the lower neck, or no neck at all. 

For example, Aldman [57] employed the head and neck from an Ogle-Opat crash test dummy, while 

some recent test setups [23, 24] implemented the Hybrid III (HIII) head-neck assembly. All these 

setups have adopted a rigid connection at the lower neck with structural elements of the testing rig. 

Given the number of differences in the test methods discussed above, it is crucial to understand which 

of these methods is the most realistic in mimicing a real motorcycle crash.  
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Table 3.2.  Oblique impact tests for motorcycle helmet performance assessment. 

 Test setup Velocity 

 

 

 

Measurement 

Aldman et al. [57] 
1976 

 

VT = up to 13.9 m/s 
VN=5.1 m/s 

 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 

 

Glaister [25]  
1982 
 
In: 
  BS 6658:1985 
  UN ECE 22.05 

 

In BS 6658 
VT = 9.7 m/s 
VN=2.6 m/s 
 
In ECE 22.05 
VT = 8.2 m/s 
VN=2.2 m/s 

Tangential force 
& 
tangential impulse 
 

 
Harisson et al. [58] 
1996 
Halldin et al. [22] 
2001 
Aare & Halldin [18] 
2003 
 
 

 

 
(Aare & Halldin, 
2003) 
VT = up to 10 m/s 
VN= up to 10 m/s 
 

 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 

 

Pang et al. [23] 
2011 

 

VT = up to 10 m/s 
VN= 5.4 m/s 
 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 
Upper neck force 
and moment 

Bourdet et al. [20] 
2016 

 

VT = 6 m/s 
VN= 6 m/s 
 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 

Roseveare et al. [24] 
2017 

 

At speed 6.2 m/s 
VT = 5.3 m/s 
VN= 3.1  m/s 
 
At speed 4.4 m/s 
VT = 3.8 m/s 
VN= 2.2  m/s 
 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 

FIM FRHPhe [59] 
2017 

 

VT = 5.7 m/s 
VN=5.7 m/s 

Linear & angular 
acceleration 
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4 Methods 

In this section, the methods used throughout this thesis have been described. Initially, Section 4.1 

introduces experimental tests (both linear and oblique impacts) performed for validation of the 

helmet and anthropomorphic test device (ATD) finite element (FE) models. Then, Section 4.2 shows 

the FE helmet and ATD models together with the validation results. In addition, a human head model 

and full body models that have been employed in this thesis are described. Finally, to unfold study 

designs in Paper A-D, they have been grouped into two primary aspects of a helmet test method: 1) 

Head impact conditions (Paper B and C), and 2) Head boundary conditions (Paper A and D).  

4.1 Experiments 

Experimental tests were conducted to compare different test methods and evaluate the FE helmet 

model. Three types of experimental test rigs, shown in Figure 4.1, were used in this thesis: 

1. Figure 4.1 (A) and (D). The linear and oblique impact was achieved by letting a helmeted 

headform free fall on to a flat as well as a 45 degree stationary anvil, respectively. The test rig 

has been manufactured by AD Engineering S.R.L. and is similar to the equipment used in a 

helmet certification laboratory. In order to hold the helmet in place during the fall, the drop 

carriage was modified with a hydraulic clamp. The impact velocity was adjusted according to 

different fall heights. The basic concept for this particular oblique test setup is similar to the 

BS 6658 and UNECE22.05 (both have an anvil angle of 15 degrees), Bourdet et al. [20] and 

FIM FRHPhe, as shown in Section 3.4. 

2. Figure 4.1 (B). An oblique impact was achieved by propelling a striker plate horizontally and 

at the same time letting the helmeted head free fall vertically. The concept of this test setup 

was first presented by Harrison et al. [58], then Halldin et al. [22] and finally by Aare et al. 

[18]. The strike plate (weighing 12 kg) was accelerated via a pneumatic cylinder. 

3. Figure 4.1 (C). Impact was delivered to the helmet by letting a 13 kg, 45 degree metal anvil 

free fall. The head-neck assembly was suspended on a pendulum which added an effective 

mass of 18 kg at the lower neck and the axis of rotation of the pendulum was 7 cm posterior 

and 1.8 m superior to the lower neck. The setup is outlined in Roseveare et al. [24]. 

A HIII head or head-neck assembly was used in all three test setups. The HIII Head was instrumented 

with nine accelerometers in a 3-2-2-2 array at its CoG, which allowed acquisition and calculation of 

both linear and angular accelerations in accordance with Padgaonkar et al. [61]. The surface of the 

impact anvil was covered with abrasive paper. The acquired acceleration data were filtered with a 

CFC-180 low pass filter [62] and the same model of helmets, AGV Pista GP size 57/58, were used in 

all tests.  
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(A) (B) (C) 

   
 (D)  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Overview of test rigs. 

4.2 Finite element models 

4.2.1 Helmet model 
The FE model of the AGV Pista GP helmet included expanded polystyrene (EPS) liner, outer shell, 

visor, spoiler, chin pad and chin strap (Figure 4.2). Considerations for the mesh generation, including 

element type and mesh density, were made following Cernicchi et al. [63]. The EPS liner comprised 

five separate parts: front, crown, rear, cheek and chin part, which were modelled using four-nodded 

single integrated tetrahedral elements and typically 4-5 elements through the thickness. The outer 

shell, visor, and spoiler were modelled using fully integrated four-node and three-node shell elements 

with the element average size ranging from 2-6 mm. The material constitutive laws available from LS-

DYNA [64] were implemented for modelling various components of the helmet in Paper A [65]. 

Validation of the helmet model was conducted for linear impact tests (Figure 4.3) in Paper A and 

oblique impact tests (Figure 4.4) in Paper B. The comparison between experiments and simulations 

in terms of curve characteristics (shape, size and phase shift) was made using CORA method [66] in 

Paper B. The averaged CORA score was 0.88 for the resultant linear acceleration and 0.73 for the 

resultant angular acceleration when comparing with experiments that included the comfort liner 

(crown pad and cheek pad indicated in Figure 4.2A), and it was 0.94 (resultant linear acceleration) 

and 0.88 (resultant angular acceleration) when comparing with experiments that did not include the 

comfort liner.  
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The validated helmet model (or baseline model) was modified into different variations by changing 

EPS density and shell thickness (Table 4.1), which were employed in Paper B. 

 

Figure 4.2. FE model of the helmet used in this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Comparison between experimental tests and FE simulations for the linear impact. The vertical drop 

speed was 7.5 m/s. 

(A) (B) 
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of experimental tests with FE simulations for the oblique impact. The vertical drop 

speed was 7.5 m/s. 

Table 4.1.  Helmet variations by modification of the EPS density and shell thickness of the original/baseline 
model. 

 Baseline Helmet Soft Helmet Stiff 
 EPS density 

(kg/m3) 
Shell thickness  

(mm) 
EPS density 

(kg/m3) 
Shell thickness 

(mm) 
EPS density 

(kg/m3) 
Shell thickness 

(mm) 

Front 75 2.0 65 0.7 80 2.0 
Top 25 1.3 25 0.7 30 2.0 
Side 55 1.3 45 0.7 60 1.3 
Rear 45 1.3 45 0.7 45 2.0 

 

4.2.2 ATD models 
A HIII head model was isolated from the full HIII dummy model (version: 

LSTC_NCAC.H3.05th.141015_Beta) [67] which was downloaded from Livermore Software 

Technology Corporation, referred to as the LSTC head model in this thesis, Figure 4.5. The LSTC head 

model was then coupled with the helmet model for the validation of linear impact tests and oblique 

impact tests (Figure 4.3 & Figure 4.4) in Paper A&B.  

Besides, an open-source HIII head-neck model (version 2.0) from Biocore, LLC (Figure 4.5), which 

has undergone extensive validations especially for the neck model by Giudice et al. [68], was used for 

comparison between different test methods. Figure 4.6 illustrates experiments and numerical 

simulation of the three oblique test methods for the front and side impact. These models were used 

in Paper D. 
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Figure 4.5. The HIII head and neck [68]. The LSTC head model is in the middle, and the HIII head-neck model 

from Biocore, LLC, is on the right. 

(A) Front Impact 

 
(B) Side Impact 

 

Figure 4.6. Experimental and numerical simulation of three oblique impact test methods for (A) the front 

impact and (B) side impact. All tests were designated at the same impact speed of 7.5 m/s.  
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4.2.3 KTH head model 
The FE head model developed at KTH Royal Institute of Technology [36] (referred to as the KTH head 

model) represents an average adult human head, incorporating the scalp, skull, brain, meninges, 

cerebral spinal fluid and eleven pairs of parasagittal bridging veins, Figure 4.7. The brain tissue is 

modelled using an Ogden hyperelastic constitutive law. The KTH head model has been validated 

against several relative motion experiments [69], intracranial pressure experiments [70] and more 

recently experimental brain strain data [71]. The skull bone has been evaluated previously against 

impactor experiments in [72]. The scalp model used a two-layered construction incorporating the 

hyperplastic and viscoelastic behaviour of the scalp [73]. Moreover, the model has previously been 

used in accident reconstructions [36, 73]. In this thesis, the KTH head model was employed for 

assessing brain tissue strain due to inertia loadings in Paper A&D. 

 

Figure 4.7. FE model of the human head [36].   

4.2.4 Full human body models 
Three independently developed HBMs were employed in Paper D, Figure 4.8. They are referred to by 

the acronyms KTH-THUMS ((KTH- Total Human Model for Safety version 1.4), GHBMC (Global 

Human Body Models Consortium detailed model version 4.5) and THUMS (Total Human Model for 

Safety version 4.02), respectively:  

- KTH-THUMS: the head and neck model of THUMS version 1.4 [74] developed by Toyota 

Central R&D Labs., Inc was replaced by the head and neck model developed at KTH Royal 

Institute of Technology [75]; In Paper D, the KTH-THUMS v1.4 was updated by adding the 

flesh and skin surrounding the cervical spine, and was compared to the sled tests (frontal 

impact of 15g [76]) regarding head kinematics. 

- GHBMC developed by an international team of research institutions [77];  

- THUMS developed by Toyota Central R&D Labs., Inc [78].  

All models have been validated to a number of different experiments, Table 4.2. In Paper C, the KTH 

head model was isolated from the KTH-THUMS version 1.4 model. 
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(A) (B) (C) 

   

Figure 4.8. Three helmeted human body models: (A) KTH-THUMS v1.4 (B) GHBMC v4.5 (C) THUMS v4, used 

in this thesis.   

Table 4.2.  Head and neck validation in previous studies together with the original experiments. 

 KTH-THUMS version 1.4 THUMS version 4.02  GHBMC version 4.5 

H
ea

d
* 

Kleiven [70] – Frontal impact 
(Nahum et al. [79]). 

Fahlstedt et al. [72] - Temporal-
parietal region impact (Allsop et 
al. [80]). 

Watanabe et al [81] - Frontal 
impact (Nahum et al. [79]). 

Watanabe et al [81] - Lateral 
impact (Yoganandan et al. [82]). 

Toyota [78] – Parietal impact 
(Yoganandan et al. [83]).  

Mao et al. [84] – Frontal, 
parietal and occipital impacts 
(Yoganandan et al. [83]). 

Mao et al. [84] – Nasal 
impact (Nyquist et al [85]), 
zygoma and maxilla impact 
(Allsop et al.[86]). 

N
ec

k
 (

co
m

p
o

n
en

t 
le

v
e

l)
 

Brolin and Halldin [87] – Upper 
cervical spine (C0-C3) in axial 
rotation, flexion, extension, 
lateral bending (Panjabi et al. 
[88, 89]) and tension (Van Ee et 
al. [90]), and axial rotation (Goel 
et al. [91]). 

Halldin et al. [92] – C4-C5 
functional spine segment in 
shear and torsion (Liu et al. [93]), 
and compression (Liu et al. [93], 
Halldin [94]). 

 DeWit and Cronin [95]– C4-
C5 segment in tension (Dibb 
et al. [96]), flexion/extension 
(Nightingale et al. [97]), and 
C5-C6-C7 in compression 
(Carter et al. [98]). 

 

 

H
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d
-n

ec
k

 
co

m
p
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x

e
s 

Halldin et al. [92] - Dynamic 
compression (Nightingale et al. 
[99, 100]). 

Kimpara et al. [101] - Cervical 
axial compression of pre-aligned 
cervical spine (Pintar et al. 
[102]). 

Toyota [78] – Dynamic 
compression (Nightingale et al. 
[99]). 

Fice et al. [103] – Whole 
spine tension test [96]. 

W
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y
 

Alvarez et al. [75]- Volunteer sled 
experiments (Ewing et al. [104, 
105]), PMHS sled tests for head 
kinematics (Wismans et al. 
[106]). 

Kimpara et al. [101] - Volunteer 
studies frontal impacts 
(Thunnissen et al. [107]). 

Fice et al. [103] – Volunteer 
studies at 8g in 15 frontal 
impacts (Thunnissen et al. 
[107]) 

* Not including validations against intracranial pressure, brain relative motion experiments. 
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4.3 Study designs – Head impact conditions 

4.3.1 Impact velocity angle (Paper B) 
In order to study the effect of impact velocity angle on impact severity, a simulation matrix that 

propelled the KTH-THUMS version 1.4 HBM at a constant magnitude of the impact velocity vector, 

i.e., 8.49 m/s, at varying impact velocity angles, was designed (Figure 4.9). The impact velocity angle 

(VA) was increased from 15 to 75 degrees with a 15 degree increment. Variations in body angle (BA), 

impact direction (Xrot, Yrot, and Zrot) and helmet design (Helmet variation 1-5) were also included 

and is explained briefly below: 

- BA: body angle, measured between the longitudinal axial of the human body and impact 

surface, was increased from 15 to 60 degrees with a 15 degree increment. 

- Impact directions (Xrot, Yrot, and Zrot): three different impact directions, Xrot, Yrot and 

Zrot, were designed in order to produce primary head rotation in the coronal, sagittal and 

horizontal plane, respectively. 

- Helmet designs (Helmet variation 1-5): the five helmet variations are presented in Figure 4.9. 

The coefficient of friction (CoF) at the interface between the helmet’s interior and the head 

was varied to 0.30 and 0.15 from the baseline helmet model which is 0.5. The baseline model 

was further modified into a soft helmet and a stiff helmet by increasing or decreasing the 

energy absorbing liner density and the shell thickness (Table 4.1). The performance of the 

baseline, soft and stiff helmet were evaluated virtually per UN/ECE 22.05, all three helmet 

variations met the 275g pass/fail criterion, i.e., peak linear acceleration ranging from 212g-

274g. 

Therefore, an acronym such as Yrot_BA30_VA60, for example, stands for a simulation case where 

impact direction is Yrot, body angle is 30 degrees and the velocity angle is 60 degrees. Sixty 

simulations per helmet variation were performed, in total 300 simulations. 

 

Figure 4.9. The simulation matrix for investigating the effect of impact velocity angle on impact severity. Body 

angle was measured between the vertical axial of the human body and impact surface, indicated by the dashed 

blue line. The velocity angle is an acute angle between the velocity vector (red arrow) and the impact surface. 

Xrot, Yrot, and Zrot denote the three different impact directions. 
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4.3.2 High-speed impacts (Paper C) 
Head-first impacts were simulated by increasing tangential velocity from 0 to 60 m/s (216 km/h), 

while the normal velocity was kept constant at two falling heights, Figure 4.10. In this study, the head 

model was isolated from the KTH-THUMS version 1.4 and coupled with the helmet model validated 

previously. The helmeted head was orientated such that the sagittal plane of the head was 30 degrees 

relative to the ground and impact location was on the side of the helmet. This configuration emulated 

a lateral fall with a head-first impact, which has been demonstrated in Paper B to induce larger brain 

tissue strain than some other impact directions and a reasonable approximation to the head impact 

responses of the full body model. Two normal velocities, 5.66 m/s and 2.20 m/s, were chosen to align 

with the oblique impact test in the FIM FRHPhe and UNECE 22.05, respectively. Additionally, two 

dynamic friction coefficients, 0.45 and 0.20, were designated at the interface between the helmet 

outer shell and the ground.  

 

Figure 4.10. Simulation of head-first impacts with varied initial impact velocity vector composed of tangential 

velocity, VT, and normal velocity, VN. Two normal velocities, 5.66 m/s and 2.20 m/s, correspond to two fall 

heights: height 1 (1.63 m) and height 2 (0.25 m), respectively. 

4.4 Study designs – Head boundary conditions 

4.4.1 Head restraints in existing helmet standards (Paper A) 
Drop tests were simulated for two head restraint conditions (free and partially constrained) at four 

impact configurations. The free and partially constrained boundary condition were realised in LS-

DYNA by applying global rotational and translational constraints to the metallic skull of the HIII 

headform. The helmeted headform was dropped at 7.5 m/s against a fixed flat anvil with a diameter 

of 130 mm. The brain tissue strain response due to inertial loadings was also assessed by imposing 

linear and angular accelerations to the skull of the KTH head model, Figure 4.11. The LSTC HIII head 

model was used in this study. 

4.4.2 Head boundary conditions in oblique impacts (Paper D) 
Four loading scenarios were simulated using three HBMs at an impact speed of 7.5 m/s, including 

two impact sites and two body orientations, Figure 4.12. For each impact site, the body was orientated 

in either head-leading or feet-leading positions, relative to the direction of travel. Comparing two 

orientations, the impact site and direction of normal velocity were the same, while the tangential 

velocity was equal but in the opposite direction. Four loading scenarios was reconstructed using the 

virtual testing setups validated against experiments including ATDs with or without a surrogate neck, 

Figure 4.12. The friction coefficient was 0.5 between the helmet interior and the head, and between 

the helmet outer shell and the ground or the anvil. Three independently developed and validated FE 
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models of the human body, shown in Section 4.2.4, were employed to verify findings across models. 

Objective comparison of time-history signals was achieved by using the CORA (CORrelation and 

Analysis) method [66]. The CORA value is between “0” and “1” depending on the level of correlation 

between two signals, “1” representing a perfect match while “0” means a poor match.  

 

 

Figure 4.11. Drop test simulations and brain tissue strain responses due to inertial loading. (A) Four linear 

impacts; (B) Boundary conditions of two test methods were applied for each impact; and (C) linear 

and angular acceleration were used to drive the KTH head model to assess brain tissue strain 

response. 

  

(A) 

(B) 
(C) 
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(A) Simulated Impacts using HBMs (B) Laboratory Reconstruction 

Head-Neck (HN) Head-Only (HO) 

Side-HL 

 
  

Side-FL 

   

Front-HL 

   

Front-FL 

   

Figure 4.12. Simulation of four head-first oblique impacts: side impact with head-leading orientation - Side-

HL; side impact with feet-leading orientation - Side-FL; front impact with head-leading orientation 

- Front-HL; and front impact with feet-leading orientation - Front-FL. (A) simulation using HBMs, 

; and (B) laboratory reconstruction using ATDs with and without using the neck and an additional 

mass. The impact speed was 7.5 m/s and the direction is indicated by the arrow.  
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5 Results 

5.1 Head restraint in existing test standards (Paper A) 

A side-by-side comparison of the maximum principal strain (MPS) at different regions of the brain 

and strain pattern between the free fall (unrestraint headform) and the guided fall (uniaxial restraint 

headform) is shown in Figure 5.1. Higher strain levels were seen in the free fall than the guided fall – 

up to 6.3 times higher. The brain region where the largest relative difference in MPS occurred is 

central grey and white matter for crown impact, cerebral cortex for front impact, corpus callosum for 

lateral impact, and white matter for rear impact. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Comparison of the free fall, i.e., UNECE, and guided fall, i.e., DOT, for (A) maximum principal strain 

at eight regions of the brain, and (B) tissue strain pattern at the maximum value occurring time for 

a lateral impact. 

(A) 

(B) 
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5.2 Effect of impact velocity angle on head impact severity (Paper B) 

By aggregating all simulation cases into different groups according to the impact velocity angle, a 

curvilinear pattern was identified between the peak brain tissue strain and increasing impact velocity 

angles, Figure 5.2. A 30- or 45-degree group showed the highest median and inter-quartile range of 

the peak brain tissue strain. The same trend was also observed by the tissue strain pattern where the 

area of high strain level were enlarged at a 30-degree impact velocity angle, Figure 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.2. Box plot. The strain data of all simulations (n=300) have been divided into groups based on velocity 

angles for three different impact directions. Each group of velocity angle has twenty data points. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Tissue strain patterns at the maximum occurring time for different impact velocity angles. 

5.3 High-speed helmeted head impacts (Paper C) 

From low to high tangential velocity, there were three types of helmet-ground interactions dictating 

the tangential impulses transmitted to the head-helmet system, consequently head kinematics and 

tissue strain response: 1) helmet rolling without slipping; 2) a combination of sliding and rolling; and 

3) continuous sliding. The tangential impulse, peak angular velocity, and brain tissue strain increased 

almost linearly when the helmet rolled but plateaued when the helmet slid, Figure 5.4.  
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(C)  

  

Figure 5.4. (A) Tangential impulse JT against tangential velocity VT indicate the helmet rolling and sliding 

phenomena. A typical motorcycle helmet impacting at the side has inertial property I=0.030 kg m2 

and r=0.13 m. JN is 43 N s which is the plateau value in the normal impulse-tangential velocity curve. 

Simulation results are superimposed with the analytical model for helmet rolling (dash-dot) and 

helmet sliding (dash). Contour plots of tangential velocity VT on the helmet are shown for impacts 

at 5, 13 and 20 m/s, 7ms from the onset of the impact. The blue color indicates zero tangential 

velocity and the red represents maximum tangential velocity. (B) Peak angular velocity against 

tangential velocity, the data were fitted by a linear with upper plateau (LUP) model which thus 

determined critical velocity. (C) The maximum principal strain (MPS) at cerebral cortex against 

tangential velocity, the vertical line noted the critical velocity and the classification of the MPS in 

the rolling and sliding regime. 

(A) 

(B) 
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The rolling/sliding regime transition was determined by a critical tangential velocity. Low sliding 

resistance in helmet design was more distinguishable in the sliding regime than in the rolling regime, 

indicated by the difference in reduction of brain tissue strain, Figure 5.5. 

 
 

 

Figure 5.5. Percentage reduction in MPS by low friction coefficient μlow shown in the rolling and sliding regime. 

The test conditions prescribed by FIM FRHPhe and UNECE 22.05 are indicated by the dashed line. 

5.4 Comparison between HBMs and ATDs with or without a 

surrogate neck in oblique impacts (Paper D) 

The angular head acceleration of all three HBMs showed biphasic characteristics, i.e., an acceleration 

phase followed by a deceleration phase, Figure 5.6. Objective comparison between HBMs and ATDs 

with or without a HIII neck was made using CORA for time history curves of head kinematics and the 

resulting brain tissue strain of the KTH head model, Figure 5.6. Overall, the head-only ATD 

demonstrated a better correlation with HBMs than the head-neck ATD, indicated by the CORA score 

in Table 5.1. In particular, the HIII head-neck ATD correlated poorly with HBMs in axial (inferior-

superior) acceleration, i.e. a CORA score of 0.32 compared to 0.71 by the HIII head-only. In addition, 

the head-neck ATD predicted a maximum angular velocity up to 75% higher than the mean value of 

the three HBMs, compared to 14% by head-only ATD. On the other hand, the head-only ATD was 

better correlated with HBMs in the short duration (15 ms) than in the long duration (30 ms). In head-

leading impacts, interactions between chin and neck, and between the helmet and torso were seen 

starting from 12-14 ms (Figure 5.7). The head-only ATD was inherently not able to replicate the angular 

deceleration phase due to these interactions. 
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(A) Side-HL (B) Side-FL (C) Front-HL (D) Front-FL 

    

    

    

    

    

 
Figure 5.6. Comparison between HBMs and ATDs (HIII-HO and HIII-HN) for head kinematics and the resulting 
brain tissue responses in the dominant plane of rotation and translation. 
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Table 5.1. CORA cross correlation ratings between HBMs and the ATD, for a duration of 30 ms and 15 ms. 

HIII-HN denotes Hybrid III head-neck ATD and HIII-HO for Hybrid III Head-only ATD. 

 

 Linear  

Acceleration 

Angular  

Acceleration 

Angular  

Velocity 

Brain Tissue  

Strain 

Duration ATD versus HBMs (X/Y) Z (X/Y) (X/Y)  

30 ms 
HIII-HN 0.72 0.32 0.43 0.56 0.68 

HIII-HO 0.80 0.71 0.59 0.61 0.69 

15 ms 
HIII-HN 0.71 0.30 0.42 0.70 0.74 

HIII-HO 0.81 0.71 0.56 0.77 0.83 

(A)  

    

(B)  

    

Figure 5.7. Four time frames from (A) Front-HL and (B) Side-HL impact simulations. Interactions 
between chin and neck, and between the helmet and torso were seen starting from 12-14 ms.  Note 
that some parts of the helmet were removed to facilitate visualisation in the Side-HL impact. 

T=0 ms T=7 ms T=12 ms T=25 ms 

T=0 ms T=7 ms T=14 ms T=22 ms 
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6 Discussion 

This thesis started out by asking a basic question: how should a motorcycle helmet be tested in a 

laboratory setup based on real-world crash scenarios and an understanding of head impact 

biomechanics? Four separate papers were then formed to identify the issues in current helmet 

standards and propose improvements for the future. The major findings of this thesis include: 

 Current helmet standards lack consideration for angular head motion in the impact/shock 

absorption test (also referred to as linear impact test) which effectively mimic a pure vertical 

fall resulting in a normal reaction force to the head. 

 The worst scenario of a head-first impact to the ground occurs at impact velocity angles 

between 30 and 45 degrees. This provides a rationale for choosing the inclination angle of the 

anvil in an oblique impact test. 

 The helmeted head, when striking the ground from a low to a high tangential velocity, i.e., 0-

216 km/h, exhibits a rolling and sliding phenomena which dictates the impulses transmitted 

to the head-helmet system, consequently affecting the head kinematics and brain tissue strain 

response. 

 The comparison of helmet test methods using an experimental head and neck complex, i.e., 

HIII, to three FE HBMs, under oblique impacts to a rigid surface, shows that the HIII head-

only setup correlated better with the HBMs than the HIII head-neck setup. 

The four papers complement and add some new insights to previous research, which can be discussed 

under two research strands. The first research strand concerns the head impact conditions in the 

helmet test method, given the uncertainties and variabilities of the real-world crashes. The second 

strand attempts to gain a deeper understanding of the boundary conditions for the head in a 

laboratory test, i.e., free, partially constrained or a surrogate neck. 

6.1 Head impact conditions 

Most of real-world motorcycle crashes are oblique rather than perpendicular, which can be 

exemplified either by two vehicles, i.e., the PTW and the car, moving in different directions at the time 

of impact or PTW riders falling from a height at a horizontal velocity [26]. As PTW riders are less 

restrained compared to vehicle occupants, the crash sequence can be very complex [108], which 

prohibits a direct link between motorcycle crash speed (or the relative collision velocity between the 

PTW and the car [109]) and head impact speed. In addition, the causal relationship between head 

impact speed and the consequence of head injuries may not be trivial. For example, the consequences 

of a head-on collision with a stone-wall at 100 km/h will be different to a head-first fall onto an open 

field at 100 km/h. In the former, the impact velocity is directed normal to the helmet, while in the 
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latter the major component of the impact velocity is tangential to the helmet. Therefore, the common 

theme of Paper B and C is to explore the role that normal and tangential velocity play in head impact 

biomechanics. 

Previous studies [20, 27] show that the impact velocity angle can vary in real-world motorcycle 

accidents. Paper B kept the resultant impact velocity constant and studied the effect of angles on crash 

severity indicated by the peak strain in the brain. Hence, given a constant resultant velocity, i.e., 8.5 

m/s, impacts at a 30o or 45o angle appeared to be more severe than other impact angles, i.e., 15o, 60o 

and 75o. This finding is in agreement with previous studies of helmet tests. Aare et al. [110] varied 

impact velocity angles (30o, 45o, 60o and 90o) at different impact speeds (5, 7 and 9m/s) and found 

that the 30o angle produced the highest angular velocity at each impact speed tested. An experimental 

study [111] testing bicycle helmets for preadolescents also discovered that a 30-60 degree anvil 

appeared to be a good tradeoff between rotational and translational loading.  

The head impact speed in current helmet standards is low, i.e., no more than 30.6 km/h, as compared 

to the head impact speed at 50% cumulative frequency of real-world crashes, i.e., 44 km/h, Figure 

3.8. Hence, Paper C studied high-speed helmeted head impacts by increasing the tangential velocity 

from 0 (zero) to 216 km/h for the two fall heights in the simulation. A transition period occurred 

between the helmet rolling and the sliding phenomena at a critical velocity, i.e., 36 km/h (or 10 m/s), 

for a fall height of 1.63 m. The delineation of the sliding and rolling regime by a critical velocity (Figure 

5.5) matched with observations from laboratory testing at a similar condition (Figure 6.1 A&B), as 

well as from a real-world scenario when the motorcyclist fell and impacted ground head-first on a 

Grand Prix circuit (Figure 6.1 C). Because of distinctively different helmet impact dynamics in the 

rolling and sliding regime, one important criterion for a test method is that helmets must be tested at 

impact speeds covering both the rolling and the sliding regime. Since helmets mainly slide at high 

speeds, and under the assumption that kinetic friction is independent of sliding velocity, it is possible 

to reconstruct high-speed impact events with a much lower test speed in a laboratory setting.  

6.2 Boundary conditions for the head 

The ultimate objectives within the field of injury biomechanics involve reproducing living human 

responses in impact environments and development of countermeasures [112]. To date, assessment 

of motorcycle personal protective equipment (PPE) in standards or rating programs relies on 

functional level testing. Hence, the use of an isolated ATD body part(s), i.e., a head or a head-neck 

complex, is deemed desirable from a practical point of view. However, the biofidelity of ATDs is often 

compromised by the requirements for repeatability, reproducibility, and durability. The head 

boundary conditions present a major difference in current helmet test standards worldwide as well as 

in proposals for an oblique impact test. Therefore, two questions arise:  

1. Does these differences in current helmet standards have a biomechanical implication in terms 

of reproducing head injury mechanisms? 

2. Would simplification by using an isolated head or head-neck ATD resemble the realistic 

characteristics of the human response in an oblique impact? 

To answer the first question, Paper A analysed an important difference between the US and European 

helmet standards, i.e., the headform restraint in the linear impact. Rotation can be generated in linear 

impact when the force is offset from the CoG of the head. European standards allow freedom of the 

headform during and after impact and produce both the translational and rotational loading to the 

brain, whereas US standards restrict the headform motion such that only translational loading is 

allowed. In Paper A, European standard tests have been shown to induce higher brain tissue strain 

than the US standards. In fact, the strain of the KTH head model produced in the US standards tests 
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were even lower than the previously determined strain level for 50% probability of mild TBI [36]. On 

the one hand, since real-world impacts are rarely pure translational or rotational, the US helmet 

standards are less likely to reproduce realistic head kinematics. On the other hand, angular head 

motion in European standard tests is not monitored or assessed. Paper A echoes a similar concern 

raised by the Transport Research Laboratory Limited (UK) [113], that the lack of control in headform 

rotation may mislead helmet manufacturers to exploit this oversight via protrusion through the 

helmet outer shell, and reducing the thickness of the foam liner. Moreover, previous studies [39, 72] 

indicate that the crushing distance of the liner was increased with the presence of the neck and body. 

Thinner liner designs may also expose riders to a higher risk of skull fracture in real accidents, where 

the influence of the neck and body may increase the crushing distance, possibly overshooting the 

energy-absorbing capacity of the helmet, leading to a sharp rise in the force transmitted to the head. 

Therefore, Paper A recommends including the measurement of angular head motion and pass/fail 

criteria that includes the rotational kinematics in European standards. 

To answer the second question, Paper D studied head motion in four oblique impact scenarios using 

three independently developed HBMs. Four loading scenarios were then reconstructed using 

laboratory methods employing head-only or head-neck ATDs. The biphasic characteristics of the 

angular acceleration pulse shape (Figure 5.6) outlined in Paper D was also observable in in-vivo head 

kinematics measurements of a mild impact in American football [114], a volunteer study with mild 

external loading applied to the head [115] and cadaveric experiments where an impact was delivered 

to helmeted head-neck complexes [116]. On average, the head-only ATD correlated better with the 

HBMs than the HIII head-neck ATD. In particular, the head-neck ATD was poorly correlated for the 

axial (or inferior-superior) head acceleration, i.e., a CORA score of 0.32 compared to 0.71 by the head-

only ATD. This result re-affirms the proposition from experimental cadaveric studies [102, 117-119] 

that the HIII neck is too stiff under axial compression. Depending on the imposed end conditions, the 

HIII neck is more than an order of magnitude stiffer than the human spine [120]. Besides, the head-

neck ATD over-predicted maximum angular velocity by up to 75%, compared to 14% by the head-only 

ATD. Therefore, for the test methods evaluated in Paper D, it is recommended to assess helmets with 

a free (head-only) headform instead of using the HIII neck. However, it was also found that the head-

only ATD is limited in replicating the deceleration phase when interactions occur between the helmet 

and torso, and between the chin and neck. This result add new evidence and extend previous research 

by Ghajari [39] highlighting the importance of the neck and body in helmet testing. Hence, the 

limitations of both the head-only and HIII head-neck ATD underline the need for a more biofidelic 

surrogate neck and perhaps even the inclusion of a surrogate torso. 

6.3 Limitations 

This thesis focuses solely on the head-first impact against a flat and rigid surface, whereas the shape 

and stiffness of an object can influence the behaviour of the shell and liner deformation, and 

subsequently the head kinematics, as well. However, Vallée [121] showed that despite the common 

occurrence of PTW-to-car collisions, the ground and fixed objects were the most frequent types of 

objects struck by the head or helmet. A possible explanation for this may be that riders are ejected 

from the PTW, thrown over the car, bringing the head into contact with other objects due to the inertia 

of the body, such as the road surface and roadside barriers. In 79% of cases in the COST 327 database, 

round objects were the most frequently struck, which is contrary to that of Vallée [121] who found 

that 80% of the objects struck were flat objects. There is however no quantitative definition as to what 

a ‘round’ object is in the COST 327 database. 

The research methods adopted in this thesis can be discussed in a broader perspective such that their 

limitations can also be realised. Understanding the response of living humans in an impact 

environment, i.e., head impact kinematics, would be best achieved by observational studies, such as 
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instrumenting living humans with sensors or capturing human movement with a high speed camera 

in the field. Unfortunately, this is very challenging in motorcycle crashes as they occur unexpectedly, 

and the observation study 1) does not establish control of background conditions; 2) does not 

manipulate or intervene the research subject; and 3) may also have observational failures caused by 

experimental artefacts, i.e., inaccurate measurements from wearable sensors. Furthermore, current 

ATDs and dummy surrogates do not reproduce the behaviour of a living human under multiple 

loading conditions [112]. Therefore, to obtain the ‘baseline’ head impact kinematics, using FE models 

of the human body and helmets have been the method of choice throughout thesis. However, by 

nature of the models, they are, under necessary assumptions or approximation, a simpler 

representation of the target and are purpose-dependent. Experiments are important to verify the 

validity of models, but challenges exist due to the paucity of experimental data or lack of information 

to replicate experiments faithfully. There are several assumptions or approximations in this thesis, 

which are worth expanding:   

 In an oblique impact, the energy-absorption liner, i.e., EPS foam, of a helmet can be subjected 

to a complex loading condition with combined shear and compression. In this thesis, the 

constitutive model of the EPS foam in the FE helmet model is based on experimental studies 

of uniaxial and hydrostatic compression. Therefore, the performance of the EPS foam model 

has not been evaluated at component-level tests involving combined shear and compression 

loading. More recently, Chen et al. [122] investigated the mechanical behaviour of EPS foam 

under a combined compression and shear test using a novel test rig [122]. It was found that 

the compressive stress at yield under combined shear and compression is lower than that 

under pure compression, i.e., 0.32 vs. 0.53 MPa for a foam density of 64 kg/m3. This result 

supports the hypothesis by Mills and Gilchrist [123] that the shear deformation weakens the 

foam in compression. In fact, this may explain the difference in cases the helmet model 

produced 10-19% higher peak linear acceleration than the experimental tests (Figure 4.4). 

The headform contact force or peak linear acceleration is related to the compressive stress at 

yield of the EPS foam [124], the lower the compressive stress at yield the lower the contact 

force, and hence peak linear acceleration.  

 The comfort (foam) liner was not included in the FE helmet model. The extensive 

deformation that would occur due to the soft nature of this component can easily generate 

numerical instability such as negative volumes. Hence, modelling this component is avoided 

in order to avoid adding further complexity to the model. It was expected that the helmet 

model would better correlate with the experiments if the comfort liner was not included, 

Figure 4.4. The main difference between experiments with and without comfort foam 

occurred in the resultant angular acceleration while the resultant angular velocity was less 

affected. A possible explanation is that the comfort foam influences head-helmet fit, but since 

it absorbs little energy, the total energy transferred to the headform remains unchanged. 

 Many simulated crash scenarios in the present thesis induced more complex global loading 

modes, i.e., lateral bending + compression and axial rotation, to the head-neck complex of FE 

HBMs than that in the validation experiments, i.e., flexion-extension in near-vertex impacts 

by Nightingale et al [100, 120]. However, the global motion of the head is the result of forces 

in the function spinal units or multi-segmental spinal units. It was assumed that validation 

at the component level of the neck had the capacity to ensure a realistic response of the head 

kinematics to a reasonable degree. To avoid model-dependent results, three independently 

developed HBMs were used in Paper D. 

 Bony fracture or ligament rupture was not modelled in the HBMs. Inverted head-neck near-

vertex impact experiments often observed that material failure limited the maximum force 

measured at the lower neck [100, 120], hence the response in HBMs may be stiffer in these 

scenarios.  
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 Only passive muscle properties were used in this thesis. Muscle activation may also influence 

the head kinematic response. 

6.4 Recommendations for future helmet test standards 

Despite the above mentioned limitations within this thesis, some important conclusions that can 

facilitate the design of future helmet test methods, can be drawn. Particularly, in the process of writing 

of this thesis, ongoing work with regard to ECE22.05 and also other motorcycle standards, is taking 

place. 

The variability of impact conditions in real-world crashes is infinite, whereas a helmet test method is 

limited by a finite number of tests for helmet performance evaluation. Therefore, filtering crash 

scenarios by impact severity and categorising typical crashes is necessary. A possible way of clustering 

motorcycle crashes, is by frequency and severity, Figure 6.2. Both Paper B and C are contributing new 

ways of filtering and grouping crashes. Paper B provides a rationale for evaluating helmets under 

worst-case scenarios and suggests that the ECE22.05 can be improved by increasing the current 

‘oblique’ angle, i.e., 15 degrees inclined to the vertical axis, to 30 or 45 degrees, for example. Given the 

variability in impact conditions, Paper C proposes helmet testing with both the rolling and the sliding 

regime clustering crashes that produce similar impact phenomena. 

Three test methods are investigated in this thesis, Figure 4.6. One notable limitation for the test 

methods using an impactor or a sliding plate (13-16 kg mass)  is due to a reduction in velocity during 

the helmet impact [22] which does not mimic an impact against the ground or an unmovable object. 

A propulsion method that ensures a constant speed for the impactor throughout the impact is 

recommended. This is also the reason why the impactor was prescribed a constant speed for faithfully 

simulating laboratory reconstructions in Paper D. 

It is also of interest to discuss the results in this thesis in light of the recent test methods proposed by 

FIM for approval of helmets in FIM race competitions, e.g., FIM FRHPHe. First, FIM adopts a similar 

approach for the linear impact test by ECE22.05, hence passing or failing a helmet based solely on the 

linear head acceleration. Paper A disagrees with this approach and proposes either to restrict the head 

rotation in the test or to measure all six degrees-of-freedom accelerations. Secondly, in the oblique 

impact test, the helmet is dropped at 8 m/s against a 45 degrees anvil, which causes the helmet 

predominantly to roll. Paper B and C, propose impacts at around 30-45 degrees and also to test 

helmets for speeds where the helmet sustains both sliding and rolling. Hence, additional tests are 

needed to include a higher impact speed to initiate sliding for helmets. For example, in Paper C, the 

tangential velocity for rolling/sliding transition was identified to be 10.8 m/s, given that the normal 

velocity is 5.66 m/s and CoF is 0.45. Therefore, a drop speed of 13 m/s and an anvil angle of 26 degrees 

is recommended for the existing laboratory setup used by FIM FRHPHe. The debate whether a neck 

should or should not be used in helmet test methods will be likely to continue. Paper D concludes that 

the body and neck affect the head kinematics in oblique loadings to the head against a hard impact 

surface. The conclusion that the HIII head-only is correlated better to HBMs than the HIII head-neck, 

does not imply that a more human like neck is not required to mimic real accident situations.  
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Figure 6.1. Rolling and/or sliding phenomena in helmet oblique impact testing and a real-world crash 
scenario. (A) Predominantly rolling phenomenon in helmet drop tests against a 45 degree anvil, the setup used 
in the FIM FRHPhe. (B) Predominantly sliding phenomenon in helmet drop tests against a 15 degree inclined 
anvil. This set up is used in the BS 6658 and ECE 22.05, image adopted from Ghajari et al. [39]. (C) A real-
world crash scenario with motion captured by a bike-mounted GoPro camera, the rider was separated from 
the motorcycle and landed in front of the bike. The development of a visible sliding mark indicated by the red 
arrow, is due to the helmet sliding against the ground. Image courtesy of Dorna Sports, S.L.  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Clustering motorcycle crashes based on frequency and severity. 
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7 Future work 

The work within this thesis has several limitations and hence pave the way for further research in the 

future. 

Some of these issues are summarised below: 

 In real-world motorcycle accidents, impacts to other body parts and/or interaction with the 

motorcycle prior to head impact may lead to an initial head impact velocity in all six degrees-

of-freedom (three initial linear velocities and three initial angular velocities), which is more 

complex than the initial head impact conditions, i.e., initial linear velocity, adopted in this 

thesis. Hence, observational studies based on video analysis as well as accident 

reconstructions using multi-body or FE simulations can provide more information, 

particularly regarding the initial angular velocity in the future. 

 

 One assumption made in Paper C is that the dynamic coefficient of friction was not dependent 

on the sliding speed. This is in accordance with Coulomb's Law of Friction stating that kinetic 

friction is independent of sliding velocity. In reality, it is generally known that the friction 

coefficient for rubber and pavement contact can be reduced while increasing the sliding 

speed, such as the Penn State Model describing the relationship of friction to sliding speed by 

an exponential function. However, it is important to gain a better understanding of the 

friction characteristics experimentally between the helmet outer shell and pavement at a high 

sliding speed.  

 

 Current studies have only investigated scenarios pertaining to head-first impacts with a rigid 

surface, i.e., the ground, which is plausible in single PTW accidents, as well as motorcycle-to-

vehicle collisions, when the rider is ejected from a motorcycle and subsequently have ground 

contact. However, motorcycle-to-vehicle collision is a frequent type of crash scenario, 

especially in urban areas. Therefore, the compliant impact surface, which may involve a 

metallic structure or windshield of the vehicle, will give different loading characteristics to 

the helmeted head, compared to rigid surfaces.  

Looking ahead to the future, the strategic thinking of the Swedish Vision Zero charter is providing an 

impetus for innovation. One central principle of Vision Zero is shared responsibility (Figure 7.1), 

sharing the responsibility of the road system between users, system designers, and decision makers. 

Therefore, with regard to PTW safety, automotive manufacturers, traffic infrastructure designers, 

motorcycle and PPE manufacturers, would all act together to create new preventive strategies to 

reduce fatalities and severe injuries of PTW riders. For example, one possible opportunity is to 

integrate helmet testing (or PPE testing in general) into new car assessment programs. 
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Figure 7.1. Vision Zero for improving road traffic safety – shared responsibility. 
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8 Conclusions 

This thesis is enhancing the scientific basis and adding new knowledge for the design and 

development of an improved motorcycle helmet test method. The specific conclusions and 

recommendations drawn from Paper A-D for improvements of the helmet test methods are listed 

below: 

Paper A This paper investigates one important difference between current US and European 
helmet standards; headform restraint in impact/shock absorption test methods. The 
unrestrained headform in European standards allows head rotation in eccentric 
impacts, which directs some of the impact energy into rotational kinetic energy and 
consequently induces higher brain tissue strain, up to 6.3 times higher is indicated in 
the FE head model, than that in the US standards. It is therefore recommended to 
include a supplemental procedure in the European standards that record angular head 
motion and assess helmet performance accordingly. Comparative analysis in this 
study can be applied in future standard harmonisation.  

Paper B The impact velocity angle, determined by normal and tangential velocity, is an 
important description of an impact condition in helmet test methods, although great 
variability has been shown in real-world crashes. Three hundred scenarios were 
simulated in this paper with different impact velocity angles at a constant speed It was 
found that an impact velocity angle of 30o or 45o tends to be more severe than other 
angles, i.e., 15o, 60o and 75o, indicating worst-case scenarios. Hence, this paper 
suggests that the UN/ECE 22.05 can be improved by increasing the current ‘oblique’ 
angle, i.e., 15o inclined to the vertical axis, to 30o or 45o. 

Paper C This paper fills the knowledge gap in understanding the dynamics and head impact 
responses at high travelling speeds, due to the limitation the existing laboratory rigs, 
which often tests helmets at a single and much lower speed, i.e., 30.6 km/h. The study 
uncovered the underlying dynamics of rolling and sliding phenomena in high-speed 
oblique impact and identified a transition between the helmet rolling and sliding at a 
critical tangential velocity, i.e., 38.9 km/h, for a fall height of 1.63 m and helmet-
ground friction coefficient of 0.45. Because of distinctively different helmet impact 
dynamics in the rolling and sliding regime, future test methods ought to evaluate 
helmet performance at impact speeds covering both the rolling and sliding regime. 

Paper D This paper compared the kinematics and resulting brain tissue strain responses of the 
anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs) to the finite element (FE) human body models 
(HBMs) under four impact loadings. While both the HIII head-only and head-neck 
ATD have shown certain limitations, the head-only ATD correlated better with the 
HBMs. This paper highlights the need for a more biofidelic surrogate neck, especially 
under axial compression in helmet testing. 
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